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. ..S= " *' s..¥gp':.i·:., This illustrative monograph on the Holva tribe is a part of the series of photo hand

· § "'·' ,., 8"", books on the tribes of Odisha. Briefly it narrates the life style and culture of Holva.

.':·,".3 '$·- Besides citing the socio-cultural identity of the Holva people, this short ethnographic
%«1? hand book describes their settlements pattern, economic life, social life, religious life,

4 .

. . . ,,^ 'i.'.-. :") political life and their process of change and development..4~ &~:,¥; ±
gdCSky ,, "" ·'A0r . ""·""; - The tribe's name Holva originates from the word hob, meaning plough. It has

f "
~r . r ' .-_ ·' ,.%> -. . ". . "" Z" synonyms like Halva, Holwa and Holbi. The tribe has several local d1v1s1ons, such as

k Bastaria, Chhatisgarhia and Marethia. In Odisha, the Holva claim to belong to the
,.k. ,. , Bastaria division. These Bastaria Holva form a separate sub-caste and do not have any

r· "¥ · ' '", relationship with the other divisions.
t . .·

' "·' ·'^'F... ' . The Holvas are largely found in the Southern part of Odisha and Northern part of Andhra
'; "' " . Pradesh. Their population in Odisha as per 2011 census is little more than twenty eight

Y . . ., ,( "' thousand and totalliteracy rate is 48.90 percent. Their mother tongue is called 'Halbi' which is&'

-.>m.-<3 " an Indo-Aryan language.
" '" " ' Primarily, the Holvas are cultivators. They supplement their income from agriculture by allied

activities such as share cropping, forest collection, basketry, hunting and fishing mat making etc. Their
economic life is based upon production, consumption, distribution and exchange simply and fairly centering

on family and lineage. In Holva community, every individual is skilled in some kinds of crafts and is traditionally
trained in making several utility items to meet their needs. Some of the male members are very good bamboo and
wood carvers and they do it as per the demand of tribesmen. A lot of utility items are made by them out of wood,
bamboo, gourds, horns, leaves, stone, etc. for their own use. Their fascinating bead necklaces and excellent tobacco
containers are vanishing crafts which need immediate attention for their preservation and promotion.

The Holvas are energetic sober people and faithful who keep their words. They are very hard working and responsive
to planned change and development. Since development and change are inevitable, the Holva are no exception to it
and they have exhibited growth positive characteristics.

Being associated with me, Dr. P. Patel, Senior Domain Expert of SLAU, S.D.C. have taken pains in providing inputs to
this colourful booklet. My genuine thanks must go to Sri S.C. Mohanty, Consultant (Research & Publications) for his
extra inputs in making the attempt complete in all respects. I hope this book would be of immense help for the tribal
lovers, tribal tourists, tribal researchers and general readers.

Prof. (Dr.) A.B. Ota
Advisor-cum-Director, SCSTRTI

& Special Secretary
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HABITAT, SETTLEMENT & HOUSING
Holvas settlements are generally located amidst irregular topography with amazing landscapes of mountain ranges of
Kondakamberu of Eastern ghat region situated at about three thousand feet above the sea level. These are surrounded
by lush green vegetation having climatic conditions of high humidity and moderate rainfall. They establish their
settlements near the perennial hill streams which provide them drinking water throughout the year. The luxuriant
growth of flora containing Sal, Mohul, Asan, Mango, Jack fruit, Kendu, Sago Palm, Bamboo, varieties of creepers,
edible roots, medicinal herbs and shrubs, wild berries, flowers, seasonal mushroom which are plentily available near
their habitat. Likewise the common birds and animals those reside in their forest are elephant, leopard, monkey, rabbit,
deer, sambar, wild goat, wild pig, wild fowl, hyena, jackal, wolf, peacock, snakes and reptiles etc. The shrine of the
village guardian deity is installed at the village entrance.
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Holva live both in homogenous and heterogeneous villages. Their
homogenous villages are uniclan in structure which helps in fostering their
community togetherness and social solidarity and keeps intact their cultural
identity. Where they dwell in heterogeneous settlements, they always reside in
separate hamlets maintaining social distance from other ethnic groups.

Holva houses in a village are arranged in a linear pattern in two rows leaving a
broad space in between as the village street like those of the Dravidian
speaking tribes of that region. Their houses are multi roomed with a verandah
in front.

A typical Holva house has a rectangular ground plan with a gable shaped roof
thatched with forest grass, straw or khapar (country tiles). The walls are
generally constructed with mud or
mud. Wall paintings of
house may have two or

black and
bamboo splits and wattles plastered with
yellow colour are made by women. The

three rooms with a wide front verandah. The rooms
are used for cooking, sleeping and storing food grains. Small shelves are made
inside the rooms using bamboo for storing grains. Before constructing the
house prescribed rituals are performed and offerings made to the household
deity.
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ORGANIZATION
Holva is an endogamous community which
has several endogamous social divisions,
such as Bastaria, Chhatishgadia, and
Marathia. Holvas in Odisha claim
themselves to be of Bastaria section. Each
endogamous division further subdivided
into various exogamous totemestic clans
(bargas) namely Monjur, Kochim, Honu,
Goriapakshi, Bharadwajpakshi Nag and
Bagh etc. which are named after animals
and plants and are honoured by the
concerned clan members. They have
number of surnames like Siunea, Majhi,
Naik, Bhal, Barobundia, Samarath, Nekal,
Marapalia, Rana, Dera, Bhaia, Kuar,
Bakra, Jeeram and Sukaloo. Now-a-days,
marriage is avoided between persons having
the same surname as well as
of the same barga.
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LIFE CYCLE
Pregnancy

Pregnancy and child birth
are welcome events in a Holva
family. A woman's pregnancy is
indicated by cessation of the
monthly cycle accompanied by
allied symptoms like vomiting,
morning sickness, etc. The woman
communicates the news to her
mother-in-law and husband in the
second month of pregnancy. Sexual
cohabitation is generally avoided
during the advance stage of
pregnancy. During pregnancy the
woman continues to perform her
normal household chores and
works in the fields as usual.
However, she must follow a number
of pre-natal restrictions like not
being allowed to go to a lonely place
at night or eat the flesh of any
ritually sacrificed animal.
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Marriage
The marriage is considered to be an auspicious event in the life of a Holva. In their society the rule of clan exogamy is
strictly observed. Monogamy is common though polygyny is also allowed. Child marriage is strictly prohibited. Girls
marry at an early age.

Marriage by negotiation is common, in which a mediator known as 'Mahalia' plays an active role in finalizing the
marriage proposal by interaction with the groom's side and the bride's side. After the proposal is accepted by both the
sides, the boy's father sends some fixed quantities of food grains to the girl's parents and visit her village accompanied
by his kins and the maternal uncle of the boy. There he and his party is entertained with delicious foods and presents
some cash to the girl. The wedding date is fixed on that day by the community priest.
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On the wedding day the bride
accompanied by her friends and
relatives arrives at the groom's
house, where the marriage is
solemnized. On the third day the
bride's parents visit the groom's
house to bless the couple. They
sing together with groom's
relatives and enter the groom's
house. On the fourth day, wedding
clothes of the couple are tied
together and they move around the
marriage pendal seven times, the
bride following the bride groom.
The groom then puts vermilion on
the bride's head and covers her
head with a cloth.

On that occasion the groom's
family hosts the wedding feast for
all villagers, friends and relatives.
After a week the couple visits the
house of the bride's parents and
stay there for three weeks. This
type of arranged marriage is much
preferred, as it reduces the
marriage expenditure. The other
type of negotiation marriage
performed at the bride's home
where the groom comes with his
party for wedding is expensive.

Junior levirate, junior sororate and
remarriage of widows and
widowers and divorcees are
allowed with the approval of the
society. A widow can remarry the
younger brother of her deceased
husband.





ECONOMIC LIFE
Primarily, the Holvas are cultivators. They supplement their income from agriculture by allied activities such

as share cropping, forest collection, basketry, hunting, fishing and mat making etc. Their economic life is based upon
production, consumption, distribution and exchange simply and fairly centering on family and lineage.

As farmers, they cultivate lands as owners and also as sharecroppers. They produce a variety of crops like rice,
maize, pulses etc. They also grow sugarcane and tobacco to a certain extent. The main agricultural implements they
use are the plough and hoe with or without an iron point. The iron implements used in agricultural operations are
purchased from the local markets.

As regards their seasonal forest collections, the forest provides them food, fuel and fodder and materials for
house construction and preparation of various utility items for everyday use. For food, they collect different verities of
mushrooms, green leaves, fruits, roots, tubers, stems, flowers, seeds, mango, etc. from the forest in their respective
growing seasons. In early rainy season which is apparently their lean period they eat mango kernels and bamboo
shoots along with several green leaves and mushrooms.





They get from the forest different varieties of bamboos, which are used for house construction and for preparation of
various utility items for their own use and sell of the surplus in market to earn extra income. They make beautiful
tobacco-containers, fishing traps, baskets, mats and materials made of bamboo splits. They also collect lac, honey, hill
broom, fiber, leaves for preparation of cups and plates, the sale of which after meeting their needs fetch them some
extra cash.

Fishing in local perennial streams also supplements their livelihood. A few people of this community are now in
government jobs. Many of them work as daily labourers on different construction projects undertaken by the

government.
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RELIGIOUS LIFE
Holva profess their own autonomous animistic religion which is amalgamated with few elements of Hinduism. They
have incorporated a number of Hindu gods and goddesses into their pantheon, like Siva, Vishnu, Laxmi, Kali and
Durga. They also believe in black magic, witchcraft and existence of evil spirits who can cause death and misfortune to
humans and domestic animals and inflict fatal diseases like Cholera and Smallpox. In order to be saved from the wrath
of these evil spirits they propiate them by offering periodical oblations such as sacrifice of fowls and offering country
liquor (mohua). Smallpox is not regarded as a disease but as the appearance of a goddess (Thakurani) on the body and
the affected person goes to the priest, who makes offerings to Thakuranifor his recovery.
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LEADERSHIP
AND POLITICAL LIFE

In socio-political matters the village acts as a corporate body led by traditional officials namely Naik, Pujari
and Barik. Naik - the secular head, presides over the village council meetings and takes decisions which are final and
binding. At the regional level, the Jati Naik holds meetings and settles customary matters relating to a number of
villages coming under his jurisdiction.



A person is punished and sometimes
excommunicated by the traditional
community council if he commits offence
like killing of cow or one develops maggots
(machiapatak) in his body. The Jati Naik can
also release a guilty person from his sin
after his due penance by eating food from
his hand and there by taking all the sins on
his own head. He is considered as an
honourable person and is invited to attend
all the socio-religious functions.
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE
The Holvas are in a state of transition in the recent times. The socio-economic development activities initiated by the
welfare Government in the post independent times have brought noticeable changes in their life style. The main factors
responsible for their economic transformation is the vaqrious development and welfare programmes lunched by the
Government and Non- Government agencies in different sectors to raise the standard of living and quality of life
relating to health and sanitation, education, environment, infrastructure, livelihood and income generation etc.
Introduction of modern agricultural inputs, multi cropping, use of high yielding variety of seeds, market facilities etc.
have brought visible changes in theirlife pattern. This has also broadened their world view and outlook.
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The Oil Odisha- a public sector agency under
the agricultural extension programmes has
been encouraging the Holva for cultivation
of verities of oil seeds. The TDCC and
AMCS have been working in the area to
procure their surplus and providing them
daily consumer goods. The residential
schools running in the Holva area attract the
students to the fold of education. Moreover,
the influence of mass media and their
progressive non-tribal neighbours have also
contributed to the change. Since
development and change are inevitable, the
Holva are no exception to it and they have
exhibited growth positive characteristics.
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